In this work, the crystallization behaviors, such as degree of crystallinity and crystalline thickness of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) matrix with the incorporation of graphene oxide (GO) and their evolution with time were examined in order to better understand the influences of residual groups of GO on the semi-crystalline polyester. The results showed that the residual strong oxidizing debris on the GO surface could induce the degradation of amorphous parts in PCL matrix. Moreover, the increasing degree of crystallinity and almost constant crystalline thickness implies that oxidative degradation cannot degrade the crystal structure of PCL matrix.
Introduction
Graphene oxide (GO) sheets are atomically thick, two-dimensional (2D) layered materials, and are important members of the graphene-based materials. The same as graphene, GO also has excellent mechanical, thermal and electrical properties [1, 2] . The traditional route to synthesize GO involves two steps: oxidation of graphite powder by the Hummers [3] or Staudenmaier [4] method, and exfoliation of graphite oxide. The oxidation process needs strong oxidizing agents such as sulfuric acid, potassium chlorate, potassium nitrate, potassium permanganate and nitric acid. The introduction of oxygen-containing groups (such as hydroxyl, epoxy, carbonyl and carboxyl groups) [5] can increase the hydrophilic ability of GO. With large content of functional groups, GO could form stable single-layer suspensions in water or other common polar solvents [6] .
The above unique properties promise a wide variety of applications for GO. The incorporation of GO into polymers has drawn much attention as a route to obtain new materials with excellent properties. As a nano-scale material, 2D layered GO can affect the crystallization behaviors of semi-crystalline polymers. Xu et al. investigated the isothermal and nonisothermal crystallization of isotactic polypropylene (iPP)/GO nanocomposites. They reported that the incorporation of GO can enhance the formation of long ordering segment in iPP crystallization process [7, 8] . Huang et al. reported that GO could have a twofold effect on the poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) crystallization process: as heterogeneous nucleation agent and for space confinement [9] . Wang et al. prepared poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL)/GO nanocomposites by in situ polymerization, and Hua et al. used a ring-opening polymerization method, finding that GO could act as a nucleation agent to enhance the crystallization of PCL in the nanocomposites [10, 11] . Moreover, with excellent mechanical properties and large aspect ratio, GO can improve the mechanical properties of polymer matrix. Previous studies indicated that GO can enhance the mechanical properties of PCL matrix [12, 13] . It has also been used to reinforce other polymer matrices, such as natural rubber [14] , poly(arylene ether nitrile) [15] , poly(vinyl chloride) [16] , epoxy [17] , silicone [18] , polyurethane [19] , poly(butylene succinate) [20] , elastomer [21] and PP [22] .
Additionally, the functional groups on the GO surface could have strong interactions with the polar groups in certain polymer matrices. Hua et al. modified the surface of GO with octyltrichlorosilane and found that PCL/GO nanocomposites exhibited improvements in the mechanical, electrical conductivity properties and crystallization behaviors compared with Neat PCL [23] . Cai et al. confirmed that thermal treatment was an effective approach to create a polymer crystalline layer on the surface of GO in PCL melts; a non-covalent interface for stress transfer can be enhanced by this polymer crystalline layer [24] . Li et al. firstly used Raman spectroscopy to investigate the interfacial stress transfer in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/GO nanocomposites [25] . Valles et al. reported that the presence of the oxidative debris on GO surface could act as compatibilizing surfactants, which was beneficial in producing poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)/GO nanocomposites with good dispersion and strong interface [26] . Zhao et al. fabricated ultrathin multilayer PVA/GO films by a bottom-up layer-by-layer assembly technique, and a significant enhancement of mechanical properties was achieved [27] . Wan et al. studied the interfacial interaction between GO and polymer matrices such as PLLA, PCL, polystyrene (PS) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE). They reported that GO could uniformly disperse in the polar polymer (PCL and PLLA) and had strong interaction with the polymer matrix [28] .
The structure and mechanical properties of polymer/GO nanocomposites have been widely studied, and the interactions of functional groups on GO surface with the polar groups in polymer matrix have been studied, but the structural evolution with time and the effects of residual groups of GO surface on polymer/GO nanocomposites have rarely been investigated. PCL, as an aliphatic polyester exhibiting excellent biocompatibility [29] and biodegradability [30] , has been widely used in many fields. In this work, PCL was chosen as a model polymer of semi-crystalline polyester to investigate the structural evolution of polyester/GO nanocomposites. PCL/GO nanocomposites with different contents of residual groups were prepared by changing the content of GO in the nanocomposites. The crystallization behaviors, such as degree of crystallinity and crystalline thickness of PCL matrix with the incorporation of GO and their evolution with time were examined in order to better understand the influences of residual groups of GO on the semi-crystalline polyester.
Materials and Methods

Materials
PCL was purchased from Shanghai Yizhu Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China), with average weight M n = 35,000 g·mol −1 . Natural flake graphite was purchased from Qingdao Jiuyi graphite Co., Ltd. (Shandong, China) with mean particle size of 50 µm. Sulfuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ) (98%), potassium peroxydisulfate (K 2 S 2 O 8 ), phosphoric anhydride (P 2 O 5 ), potassium permanganate (KMnO 4 ), hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) (35%), hydrochloric (HCl) (37%), ethanol and chloroform were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). All reagents were used as received without further purification.
Sample Preparation
GO was exfoliated by ultra-sonication from graphite oxide which was produced by modified Hummers' method [31] [32] [33] . PCL/GO nanocomposites with various GO concentrations of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 wt.% were prepared by solution coagulation method. Firstly, GO was added to ethanol by ultra-sonication for 1h and PCL was completely dissolved in chloroform. By dropping the pre-dispersed ethanol/GO suspension into the chloroform/PCL mixture, PCL/GO nanocomposites were precipitated. The obtained nanocomposites were dried in vacuum at 50 • C for 2 days to remove the solvent completely. Neat PCL was prepared with the same procedure in order to eliminate experimental error. Finally, the standard bars were prepared by HAAKE MiniJet II micro-injection molding machine. The melt temperature, mold temperature and injection pressure were preset at 90 • C, 30 • C and 650 bar, respectively. All samples were kept in a desiccator containing allochroic silicagel at room temperature. For brevity, they were abbreviated as Neat PCL, PCL/GO-0.1, PCL/GO-0.5 and PCL/GO-1.0, respectively, in this work from now on.
Analytical Methods
Two-dimensional small-angle X-ray scattering (2D-SAXS) experiments and two-dimensional wide-angle X-ray diffraction (2D-WAXD) experiments were carried out on the BL16B1 beam-line in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). The 2D patterns were recorded in transmission mode at room temperature, the sample-to-detector distance was 2000 mm for SAXS and 169 mm for WAXD. The wavelength of the monochromatic X-ray was 1.24 Å. SAXS and WAXD curves were collected from the 2D patterns. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed with Mettler Toledo DSC under nitrogen atmosphere. All samples were first heated to 90 • C at a heating rate of 10 • C/min, and equilibrated at 90 • C for 3 min to remove thermal history. Subsequently, the samples were cooled to −10 • C at a cooling rate of 10 • C/min (cooling curve). At last, all samples were reheated to 90 • C at a heating rate of 10 • C/min (second heating curve). Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements were performed by Waters 2414 GPC. Chloroform was used as a mobile phase and polystyrene solution was used as the calibration standard. M n , M w , and PDI of PCL were calculated with the Maxima 820 software. For PCL/GO nanocomposites, GO was separated by filtering the solutions before the measurements. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were carried out using AXIS UTLTRADLD, operated at 15 kV under a current of 30 mA.
Results and Discussion
With a 2D nano-layered structure, GO can influence the crystallization behaviors of polymer matrix. 2D-SAXS was used to investigate the influences of GO on the long period, orientation of PCL matrix and their evolution with time. Figure 1 shows the 2D-SAXS patterns of PCL and its nanocomposites after being kept for 5 (a-d) and 50 (e-h) days after preparation. As shown in Figure 1a -d, neat PCL and its nanocomposites show an isotropic reflection circle with two small scattering spots in the flow direction. For PCL/GO nanocomposites, the scattering signals gather on scattering spots with the increase of GO content. Previous research confirmed that 2D-layerd nanofiller could enhance the orientation of polymer chains [12, 34] . Thus, the gathering of the scattering signals can be attributed to GO layers that could restrict the mobility of oriented PCL chains; this is similar to the explanation proposed in polyester/GO nanocomposites [9, 35] . The 2D-SAXS patterns of neat PCL and its nanocomposites after 50 days show notable changes (Figure 1e-h) . Firstly, the diameter of the reflection circle gradually increases with increasing GO content, especially for PCL/GO-0.5 and PCL/GO-1.0, which means that the long period of PCL matrix is affected by the GO content and storage time. Secondly, the scattering spots disappear from PCL/GO nanocomposites after leaving 50 days, which implies that the orientation of PCL matrix has been weakened in the storage process.
SAXS intensity profiles of all samples are further presented in order to investigate the structural changes of PCL matrix. Figure 2 shows the radially integrated profiles (flow direction) of neat PCL and its nanocomposites after leaving 50 days. The long period of PCL matrix can be calculated through the Bragg equation, L = 2π/q*, where L is long period, and q* represents the peak position in the I-q curves. As shown in Figure 2 , the increase of q* indicates that the long period of PCL decreases with the incorporation of GO. Overall, these experimental results indicate that PCL undergoes significant structural changes with the incorporation of GO after leaving 50 days at room temperature. Further investigation was carried out using 2D-WAXD. Figure 3 shows 2D-WAXD patterns of neat PCL and its nanocomposites when they were kept 5 (a-d) and 50 (e-h) days after preparation. The influences of GO on the crystal structure and orientation can be estimated by comparing the 2D-WAXD patterns. From the patterns, two obvious isotropic diffraction circles corresponding to the (110) plane (inside) and the (200) plane (outside) of the PCL crystals are observed in all samples [12] . This result indicates that GO cannot influence the crystal structure and orientation of PCL crystals, and their variations with time cannot be observed directly from the patterns. Compared with the 2D-SAXS results, the orientation of PCL matrix is attributed to the fact that 2D layered GO could restrict the mobility of oriented PCL chains, and the orientation of PCL chains in amorphous parts can be kept in the cooling process. So the orientation signals observed in 2D-SAXS are contributed by the oriented chains in the amorphous parts.
In order to further investigate the variation of PCL crystal structure with time, WAXD curves of neat PCL and its nanocomposites are collected from the 2D-WAXD patterns (Figure 4) . All samples present three typical diffraction peaks at 2θ = 17.2 • , 17.7 • , and 19.1 • , corresponding to (110), (111) and (200) crystal planes, respectively. However, the intensity of diffraction peaks obviously increases with increasing GO content, which means that the degree of crystallinity (X c ) of PCL matrix increases with the change of time. In addition, the more GO there is, the higher the X c becomes. DSC measurements were employed to investigate the thermal effects of GO on PCL and their variations with time. Figure 5 shows DSC heating scans of neat PCL and its nanocomposites. For the samples left 5 days, both first and second heating scans show that the incorporation of GO cannot significantly affect the melting temperature (T m ) of PCL matrix. After 50 days, first heating scans of samples show that PCL/GO nanocomposites exhibit higher T m than Neat PCL, and the peaks become larger with the increase of GO content, which can certainly be attributed to a room temperature annealing process during sample storage. However, the second heating scans exhibit lower T m for PCL/GO nanocomposites than Neat PCL, and the T m values decrease with the increase of GO content. It has been reported that T m is related to the crystalline thickness (L c ) of the polymer matrix, the thicker lamella has a higher melting temperature [36] . Thus, the decrease of T m means the L c of PCL matrix decreases with the incorporation of GO after erasing the heating history, and the more GO there is, the smaller the L c is, which is caused by the degradation of the PCL matrix. The characteristic thermal data are listed in Table 1 to quantitatively investigate the effects of GO on PCL. The crystalline thickness L c was calculated from long period and degree of crystallinity, L c = L × X c , here X c is obtained from the DSC results. 2D-SAXS results indicate that the long period of PCL matrix decreases with increasing GO content. However, WAXD and DSC results show that the degree of crystallinity increases with increasing GO content. The crystalline thickness calculated from these results slightly increases with the incorporation of GO, which corresponds to the change of T m (first heating). These results indicate that the storage process cannot significantly affect the crystalline thickness of the PCL matrix. Meanwhile, these results imply that GO could induce the degradation of PCL amorphous parts, resulting to the increase of X c . This phenomenon has also been observed in the 2D-SAXS patterns. The decrease of T m at second heating indicates that the molecular weight of the PCL matrix may most likely be reduced by degradation of amorphous part. L is long period, q* represents the peak position in the I-q curves, T m is melting temperature, X c represents degree of crystallinity and L c represents crystalline thickness.
In order to confirm whether the structural change of PCL/GO nanocomposites is due to the change of PCL molecular weight, GPC was used to measure the molecular weight of PCL matrix with the incorporation of GO. Figure 6 shows the GPC curves of neat PCL and its nanocomposites after leaving for 50 days. The M n calculated from these curves is 34,300, 30,300, 20,900 and 6200 g/mol for Neat PCL, PCL/GO-0.1, PCL/GO-0.5 and PCL/GO-1.0, respectively. These results indicate that the molecular weight of PCL matrix decreases with increasing GO content, which confirms that GO can induce the degradation of PCL chains during the storage process.
Overall, the above experimental results confirm that GO can influence the structure of the PCL matrix in the storage process, GO can induce the degradation of PCL chains in amorphous parts and has no obvious effects on crystalline parts, resulting that the X c of PCL matrix increases with increasing GO content. The long period of polymer matrix contains a crystalline period and an amorphous period. In PCL/GO nanocomposites, the amorphous period was partly degraded in the storage process, which results in the decrease of the long period of PCL matrix. In addition, an isotropic growth of PCL crystals appeared during the cooling process, so 2D-WAXD results of PCL/GO nanocomposites could not show clear differences compared with Neat PCL bars. Previous studies proved that 2D layered GO could restrict the mobility of polyester chains, and the orientation of polymer chains in amorphous parts can be kept during the cooling process [9, 12] . Thus, the orientation signals observed in 2D-SAXS are caused by the periodic structure of the oriented chains in the amorphous parts. In this study, GO could degrade the amorphous parts of PCL during the storage process, resulting in the disappearance of scattering spots in the 2D-SAXS patterns (Figure 1e-h) . After leaving for 50 days, the crystalline thickness slightly increased with increasing GO content, which is attributed to room temperature annealing and recrystallization processes. Moreover, the decrease of T m in the second heating curves after leaving 50 days is caused by the degradation of PCL matrix. In order to investigate the reason for the degradation of PCL, XPS was used to examine the surface properties of GO. Figure 7 shows the XPS spectra of GO. The signal peaks around 532 and 286 eV correspond to the O1s and C1s orbital electrons, respectively. As shown in Figure 7a , GO has a high degree of oxidation, indicating that large amounts of oxygen-containing functional groups were present on the surface of GO. Moreover, there were small amounts of N (1.4%), Cl (0.3%) and S (1.8%) elements present on the surface of GO (Figure 7b ). In the chemical oxidation method to prepare GO, strong oxidizing agents such as sulfuric acid, potassium nitrate, potassium permanganate, hydrogen peroxide, hydrochloric acid are used to oxidize and treat graphite. In this study, GO was prepared with the standard treatment procedure, which was the same as the modified hummers' method, and strict post-treatment, including repeated centrifugation and dialysis, was employed to remove the strong acid. However, a small amount of N, Cl and S elements are still retained in the oxygen-containing functional groups, forming strong oxidative debris on the surface of GO. Moreover, this residual oxidative debris could interact with the ester groups in PCL chains, resulting in the degradation of the PCL matrix in the storage process. Furthermore, the content of residual oxygen-containing functional groups increases in proportion to the GO content; consequently, the degradation of PCL matrix in the storage process becomes more serious with increasing GO content. 
Conclusions
The structural effects of residual groups of GO on the PCL/GO nanocomposites and their evolution with time have been investigated in detail. With the increase of storage time, the oxide groups on GO surface could degrade the amorphous parts of the PCL matrix. However, the increasing degree of crystallinity and almost constant crystalline thickness implies that oxidative degradation cannot degrade the crystal structure of the PCL matrix. The research is expected to be helpful in understanding the influence of residual groups of GO on the polyester matrix. To best use GO in the polymer nanocomposites, especially for polymers sensitive to acid, such as polyester, more optimized treatment should be adopted. 
